Pico Genie Screens

Infor-

Portable, Folding Desktop screens

The lightweight, folding Pico Genie Portable Mini

Lightweight &
Portable

desktop screens are the perfect companion for your
projector. The screens come with a durable metallic
case and a canvas case (25”-40” models) or built-in

Free-standing
Design

handles.
Ranging from 25”, 32”, 40”, 50” to 60” there is
something to suit every need. The Pico Genie screens

Carry Case with
Should Strap
or Handles

are simple to use with a one click open and shut lever.
The advantages of using a desktop projector screen like
this include :

Key Features

User Benefits

Lightweight & Portable

Weighing just over 1kg, these screens can
be slipped into the handy carry bag (25” 40” models only) or the durable casing and
carried by the built-in handles
(50” & 60” models).

Non-Crease, folding screen

Free-standing, tabletop design

Scissor action arms and hinges carefully roll
the screen material into the protective
metallic casing to keep your screen clean
and crease free, time after time.
The mini legs support the free-standing
screens on any level surface.

1. The ability to project onto none white and
non–textured walls
2. The ability to project exactly where you want to rather
than in the smallest space you can find between photos
on the wall
3. Improved image quality using a screen that's
designed to work with LED & pocket projectors
4. Portability - If you think a screen is important then its

Available in varying sizes

Available in 25”, 32” 40”, 50” & 60”

got to be portable, light, durable and easy to use
This projector screen easily slides open (to any height)
and slides shut again for complete ease of
transportation. You'll never need to worry about the
suitability of surfaces for projection again, just
conveniently take the perfect screen with you wherever
you project.
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As seen on Channel 5’s “The Gadget Show”

Technical Overview

Projection Size (Diagonal)

25” - 60” (diagonally)
(63.5cm—127cm)
4:3
20” to 90”
(50.8cm to 177.8cm)

Weight

1KG—3.2KG

Projection Size
Aspect Ratio
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